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1. Mission 

 

a. Purpose:  to support Jamaica Meteorological Service in advancing data 

rescue by responding to their VCP request. 

 

b. Objective:  to support Jamaica Met to implement a sustained data rescue 

process to enlarge their historical data base to underpin improved climate 

services. 

 

c. Deliverables:  report with a) status of data rescue and b) 

recommendations, procedures, and success metrics for advancing data 

rescue subsequent to the mission. 

 

d. Statement of Work: The expert will support data rescue at Jamaica Met: 

 

i.  Advise on inventorizing climate data that need to be rescued and 

digitized.  

ii. Propose an end-to-end solution for advancing the preservation, 

rescue and digitization of climate data. 

iii. Propose technical specifications for facilities, equipment, and 

software to ensure appropriate preservation, rescue and 

digitization of data. 

iv. Develop an implementation plan including resource 

considerations (who should do the data rescue work: private 

company, hired local people, students, …), budget estimates, and 

related training needs. 

 

2. Overview 

 

a. Stations and Data 

 

 The Jamaican Meteorological Service (JMS) in Kingston, Jamaica oversees the 

collection, keying and quality control of climate data and provides climate services in 

Jamaica.   There services are currently based on data dating from about 1992.  

Additional data exist but were lost in 1992 from their database and archives due to a 

fire.  Most data in the Jamaican CLIDATA Climate Data Management System 

(CDMS) are daily or monthly rainfall amounts and temperature values.  Hourly data 

from 2009-present, however, also are included. A separate computer (CLIMATEDP) 

holds Excel files of data from manual climatological stations, from the airports, and 
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from Automated Weather Stations (AWS).  In addition to their digital data, there are 

about four filing cabinet drawers of climatological station data and 2 shelves of 

additional rainfall data to be keyed, as well as monthly weather variables from 

miscellaneous soft-cover books.  It would be greatly beneficial for the JMS to add 

data from the 1970s and 1980s, as well as hourly data into their data system for the 

computation of normals and trend analysis, and for hourly analysis. 

 

 Currently, there are approximately 217 stations active in the 14 parishes in 

Jamaica.  There are about 120 manual rain gauge sites, 94 AWS, and 3 manual 

climatological stations.  Over the last 15 years, the number of manual stations has 

decreased, the number of AWS has increased, and this trend is continuing.  The 

number of manual climatological stations decreased from 22 to the current 3.  

 

 Three groups of data have been provided to the JMS. During the last year, upper 

air and rainfall data were retrieved from 9-track tapes by Chris Muller (of Muller 

Media Conversions,  www.mullermedia.com) . These rainfall data from 1969-1979 

are particularly important because of both the time period covered and for their 

spatial extent.  The data are from a multitude of stations around the country. 

Records within the rainfall and upper air datasets need to be decoded, and quality 

controlled.  As part of March 2018 visit, a second group of data were obtained from 

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Center for 

Environmental Information (NCEI): First, full METAR and SYNOP records available 

from the Integrated Surface Dataset (ISD)  were downloaded and added to 

CLIMATEDP. These data largely begin in 1973 and provide data from the 2 decades 

prior to the fire, and include hourly data and many variables in addition to 

precipitation and temperature (wind, cloud, moisture, visibility and present weather).   

And then, the Global Historical Climate Network (GHCN) daily data from a similar 

time period also from the NOAA NCEI were obtained.  Staff were trained to obtain 

these data. All of these data from NOAA will have to be quality controlled.   After the 

visit,  a third set of historical data (pre-1950) daily data were obtained from Rob Allan 

and provided to the JMS. 

 

b. Facilities, Staff and Collaborators 

 

 The JMS is located on the top two floors of a 3-story building.  The Climate 

Branch staff are located on the 3rd floor (approximately 15 people) in one large room 

with the data archive in an adjacent room. The archive room has 12 metal shelves 

as well as 6 filing cabinets. Paper forms are either in books or bound in folders tied 

by string.  Also this room serves as storage for display materials for workshops and 

expositions as well as administrative files.  The room is windowless, clean and with 

http://www.mullermedia.com/
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climate-control. It appears there is sufficient room for additional paper records.  

Much of the rainfall data and data from the climatological stations have been sorted.  

There are only two shelves that need to be organized.  The data servers are also in 

a small, air-conditioned room off the larger office space. Having the climate staff all 

in one room is clearly advantageous for communication among the different 

sections.  

During the 4-day visit, we met with Evan Thompson (JMS Director) and 

Jacqueline Spence (Head of the Climate Branch), but we spent much of our time 

with Adrian Shaw the Head of the Data Processing Section within the Climate 

Branch.  In addition, we met at various times with the following staff: 

1. Applied Meteorology Section: 

a. Ronald Moody (Head) 

2. Data Processing Section: 

a. Glenroy Brown 

3. IT Section 

a. Michelle Thompson (Head) 

4. Weather Branch 

a. Kareen Gourzong (Head) 

along with several other staff.  

The JMS staff is highly qualified and professional.  Many graduated from the 

University of the West Indies (UWI).  Before coming to the Climate Branch all are 

trained in the Weather/Forecast Branch.   It is important to note that the Climate 

Branch and the Weather Branch of JMS work closely together. 

 The JMS Climate Branch has developed a relationship with the UWI Physics 

Department, which benefits both.   Also they work with outside partners such as 

Teddy Allen of the International Research Institute for Climate and Society (IRI) and 

the Caribbean Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology (CIMH). Rob Allan could 

become an additional collaborator for Climate Data Rescue. The  willingness of the 

JMS to collaborate is particularly evident in their sophisticated climate service 

products and web site.   
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Figure 1: Jamaican Meteorological Service Office Building (Top two floors) 

 

c. Proposed Steps for Climate Data Rescue in Jamaica: 

 

1) Complete the organization of the archive room, i.e. the two shelves of 

rainfall data. 

2) Create an electronic inventory of paper copies, scanned data, keyed data, 

quality-controlled data, and radar-track composites. 

3) Scan paper copies of forms and other documents containing data for easy 

access by staff 

4) Key climatological data that have not been digitized. 

5) Decode daily rainfall and radiosonde data obtained from the 9-track tapes 

for inclusion in databases. 

6) Incorporate ISD, GHCN and pre-1950’s data into databases. 

7) Investigate creating an intermediate database to aid in development of 

climate service tools and products using R and Python. 

8) In additional to obtaining new GPS coordinates as planned, develop site 

maps for each rain gauge, AWS and climatological station,  
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3. Paper Archive and Storage 

The original paper forms of the text data are located in an archive room on the 3rd 

floor adjacent to the main work area of the Climate Branch. The room is windowless, 

clean and with climate-control. It appears there is sufficient room for additional paper 

records. The archive room has 12 metal shelf units, as well as 6 filing cabinets (see 

photographs, Appx 1).  The papers appear to be in good condition. 

The following indicates the type and quantity of data located in the archives. 

a) 11 shelves. Most paper forms of rainfall data were bound in folders tied by string 

located on shelves and organized by station, parish, year. 

b) 12 shelves.  METAR and SYNOP records were bound in books located on the 

shelves organized by station and year.  

c) 1 shelf. Radar composites were organized in folders and tied by string. 

d) 1 shelf. Radar summaries were bound in hardcover books. 

e) 2 shelves. Miscellaneous monthly data in soft-bound books.  

f) 1/2 shelf. Jamaica weather reports were bound in folders and string.  

g) 1 shelf. Charts (pressure, rainfall, sunshine).  

h) 1 shelf. AWS data  

 

i) 9 drawers:  Rainfall records and climatological stations were in folders by station 

(from 24 total drawers in filing cabinets).  

 

 

      Other shelves contain administrative, astronomical and climate service request 

data, and likely do not need to be scanned. Thus, there are approximately 30 

shelves and 9 filing cabinet drawers of data to be scanned. 

Minimal organization of the archives is needed.  A check-out system is in place 

for checking data out of the archives.  An electronic inventory should be created, 

however, so that the various data sets within the archive can be easily located and 

tracked.   

No paper document containing meteorological data should be removed from the 

archive before scanning and keying are complete.  This should not be an issue as 

there appears to be sufficient room for future documents in the archive, especially 

with the planned automation of stations.  Further, JMS is beta testing electronic 

forms for the METAR and SYNOP data.  Once the beta testing has been completed 

and daily back-up procedures are in place, the paper forms of these will likely cease. 
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4. Electronic inventories 

There are data for approximately 217 stations in Jamaica.  Preliminary 

inventories of keyed and quality-controlled data have been updated through 2017, 

but may need to be combined with other inventories created earlier.  Inventories will 

need to be created for the paper archives, and for the scanning and keying 

processes. Example inventories can be found in the WMO’s Best Practices for 

Climate Data Rescue available on the I-DARE Portal (https://www.idare-portal.org).. 

 

5. Imaging 

 

There are approximately 30 shelves and 9 drawers of paper records in the 

archive room to be scanned. An HP Scanjet Enterprise Flow N9120 scanner (Fig. 2) 

is located in the Climate Branch. It will scan both loose documents through a feeder 

and books on the flatbed scanner up to 11inx34in 

(http://www8.hp.com/lamerica_nsc_carib/en/products/scanners/product-

detail.html?oid=5409958). It also scans to either an image or a PDF file.   

 

The imaging process should begin with developing and documenting the 

process for 1. scanning, 2. verifying the quality of images, 3. naming and storing the 

images, and 4. inventorying the images.   A useful software for renaming files is 

FileRenamer (www.filerenamer.net), available at a nominal cost. 

 

Employing scanned images is useful for keying and quality-control, as it 

minimizes the possibility of damage or loss of individual sheets, allows multiple 

people access at any given time, and the archive of scanned images can be backed 

up in multiple locations. 

 

 

http://www8.hp.com/lamerica_nsc_carib/en/products/scanners/product-detail.html?oid=5409958
http://www8.hp.com/lamerica_nsc_carib/en/products/scanners/product-detail.html?oid=5409958
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Figure 2: JMS's HP Scanjet Enterprise Flow N9120 scanner 

 

As no data have been imaged, a suggested priority list would be: 

a. Pre-1992 data that have not been keyed. 

b. Missing periods where paper copies in storage might be used to fill missing 

keyed daily data 

c. Any rainfall data records not already keyed  

d. Any metadata found (pages with network, station, instrumentation 

information) 

e. Hourly METAR and SYNOP station records 

f. Radar data 

g. Charts  

 

For imaging (and digitizing, see below), it is recommended that Housing, 

Opportunity, Production, and Employment (HOPE) interns be used, but managed by 

JMS staff.   If the HOPE intern program falls through, high school or college students 

would be suitable for scanning and keying under JMS supervision. It would be 

difficult to justify prolonged activities such as imaging and digitizing as part of the 

climatological staff’s duties.   
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6. Digitization 

The only paper archived data to be keyed are two shelves of daily rainfall data 
covering approximately 5 years between 1981-1985 and four file drawers of 
Climatological Station data . These need to be inventoried prior to keying. HOPE interns 
could also be used to complete the digitizing, but managed by JMS staff. JMS was 
advised that double or triple keying data is an excellent method of quality controlling 
data digitization.  As a full day of either scanning or keying would be very tedious, the 
alternating scanning and keying tasks might be advantageous.   Training interns or 
students on both might also provide information on their relative talents for each task. 

 

7. Decoding and Quality Control 

 

a. 9-track tapes 

 

Rainfall data extracted by Chris Muller from 74 9-track tapes need to be 

inventoried, decoded, and quality-controlled. The Climate Branch is working with Dr. 

Tannecia Stephenson and climate modeler: Jayaka Campbell, of the Physics 

Department at UWI, Mona, and have developed a work plan (below) to do this.  

Other meteorological service organizations in the region should be contacted to 

determine if documentation for the codes for the 1970s rainfall and upper air data 

can be found.  

The timeline for this work is approximately 3 months, will be performed at UWI, 

and requires 2 computers (1 desktop, 1 laptop), and salary for 4 students and 1 

supervisor (see budget section).  The computers will return to JMS and can be used 

for scanning and keying. 

Scope of Work: Decoding and Quality Control of Rainfall Data  

 

Work activity is expected to be over the period of May 25 to August 25, 2018 

a. Work activity should cover a period of 35 working days. 

b. The work activity should proceed as following at UWI: 

i. Create inventory of data to be decoded 

ii. Perform consistency checks for the data 

iii. Develop a program to decode the data 

iv. Test decoding program 

v. Design a form that will be populated with decoded data 

vi. Use program to decode data 

vii. Populate form with decoded data 
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viii. Perform quality control on decoded data 

ix. Present final set of decoded data to the Meteorological Service 

x. Delivery of program and documentation for all processes 
 
Budget - Decoding and Quality Control of Rainfall Data  

 
c. Required Staff  

 
1. 4 staff members from UWI at JMD$625/hour and 1 

supervisor at JMD$1875/hour 
 

SUB-TOTAL: JMD$1,225,000 (USD$9800) 
 

d. Equipment 
 

1. Desktop: Dell Optiplex 7010 
a. Intel I7-3770 
b. 16 GB Ram Memory 
c. 2 TB Harddrive 
d. DVD RW ROM Drive 
e. Windows 10 Pro 64 

 
2. Dell P2417H 23.8” IPS Monitor  

a. In-Plane Switching (IPS) Technology 
b. DisplayPort + HDMI + VGA Inputs 
c. 1920 x 1080 Resolution 

 
3. Microsoft Office Home and Business 

 
SUB-TOTAL:  USD$2,000   
 

4. Laptop Computer: DELL PRECISION M5510  
a. Processor: 6th Generation Intel Core iMemory: 32GB  
b. Harddrive: 512GB 40 Solid State Drive 
c. Windows 10 Professional x64 
d. Display 15.6" UltraSharp FHD IPS 1920x1080 Wide 

View Anti-Glare 
e. LED-backlit Premium Panel Guarantee 
f. Video Nvidia Quadro M1000M w/2GB GDDR5 
g. Microsoft Office 2016 
h. 3 Year Warranty 

 
SUB-TOTAL USD$3,100 

 
    TOTAL USD$14,900 
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b. ISD and GHCN Data 

 

ISD and GHCN data were downloaded from the NCEI website by JMS staff, 

under the supervision of Leslie Stoecker during this visit.  These data are particularly 

important because they cover the pre-fire period from 1973 forward.  Further, as only 

temperature and precipitation have been incorporated into JMS databases, 

additional hourly variables of wind, clouds, surface moisture, visibility and present 

weather will now be available at the two airport sites for additional climatological 

analysis. These will enhance the data currently obtained from the AWS automated 

sites.  Staff are already examining these data.  These data need to be quality 

controlled, for original coding and transmission errors; however, the time required for 

quality control will be far less than for rekeying the data. 

 

c. Pre-1950s Historical Data   

 

Daily data were obtained from Rob Allan (allarob@googlemail.com) as part of 

this project.  These data were keyed as part of the Atmospheric Reconstruction over 

the Earth (ACRE) program and the Copernicus C3S Data Rescue Service, which he 

leads. Five excel files: Clifton_Kingston_1875_1877, Jamaica_ALL_1912_1938, 

Kingston_1875_1879, Kingston_1880_1884 and Kingston_1892_1901, and JPEG 

files of text data from 1840 and 1842.  The excel files contain daily data of pressure, 

temperature, precipitation, and relative humidity.   The1912-1938 file also contains 

wind and cloud data. There are likely gaps in the data, so that care will need to be 

taken in incorporating these data into the Jamaican data analyses.  Rob Allan would 

like to work with the JMS as far as additional climate data rescue in the Caribbean 

region is concerned.  This may be another collaboration that would benefit the JMS. 

 

8. CDMS 

 

The daily digital data have been stored in a CLIDATA CDMS obtained in 2011.  

JMS also uses a computer (CLIMATEDP) to store hourly, daily and monthly data in 

Excel sheets.  Because CLIDATA uses Oracle software, which requires an 

expensive annual fee and expensive upgrades, they are not able to use CLIDATA 

fully, in part because original staff members who were trained on CLIDATA have left 

and expertise has been lost.  More training is required for a broader section of the 

staff.  An alternative solution is development of an interim database so that data 

mailto:allarob@googlemail.com
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from CLIDATA can be input to develop tools and products using state-of-the-art 

software, R and Python.  This should be explored. 

 

9. Backups and Metadata 

 

Data at the JMS are fully backed up at the Kingston Airport and Kingston Airport 

data are backed up at the JMS, once per month, after the manual rainfall data have 

been collected.  Partial back-ups are performed weekly.  It would be prudent to 

partially back up all datasets daily, particularly for the incoming hourly data from the 

airports. 

The locations of each station are in the process of being reexamined using GPS 

technology.  It would be extremely useful to develop site maps for each station so 

that precipitation loss due to wind can be evaluated.  See WMO Guidelines on 

Climate Data Rescue, Climatological Practices, and on Climate Metadata and 

Homogenization available on the I-DARE Portal (https://www.idare-portal.org).  A 

presentation was made regarding the I-DARE Portal, so the staff are aware of the 

WMO Best Practice Guides.   

 

10. Recommendations – Not in order of priority 

 

a. Organize data in the archive room that has not yet been organized such as 
the rainfall data that has not been digitized, and monthly data in 
miscellaneous books. 
 

b. Create electronic inventories of paper copies, scanned data, keyed data, 
quality-controlled data, and radar track composites. These inventories have 
been partially completed: AWS sites, climatological sites, and manual rain 
gauge sites.  These inventories also will provide a better time estimate for 
the scanning and keying tasks. 

 
c. Scan paper copies of all data for easy access by staff. Hire hourly students 

to complete scanning, or employ HOPE interns. Current staff is already at 
or beyond capacity. 

 
d. Key Climatological Station data and rainfall data that have not yet been 

digitized. 
 

https://www.idare-portal.org/
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e. Decode daily rainfall and radiosonde data obtained from the 9-track tapes 
for inclusion in databases. Contact other regional NMHSs to see if 
radiosonde and rainfall codes from the 1970s are available. 
 

f. Incorporate ISD, GHCN and pre-1950’s data into databases. 
 

g. Investigate creating an intermediate database to aid in development of 
climate tools and products.  Pursue including the addition of R and Python 
to create climate service applications. 
 

h. Develop site maps for each rain gauge, AWS and Climate station, as per 
the WMO Best Practice Guidelines for Climate Data Rescue, Climatological 
Practices and Climate Metadata and Homogenization, available on the I-
DARE-portal (https://idare-portal.org). 

 

 
11.  Timeline 

 

Timeline:   The timeline will shift depending on the HOPE program funding.  
The HOPE interns or hourly student staff will be supervised by JMS staff. 

Task Personnel   2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

Decode & QC UWI May-Aug     

Organization JMS May     

Inventories JMS Jun-Dec Continue to update 

Scanning HOPE      

Digitization HOPE      

 
 

12.  Success Metrics 
 

a. Incorporation of decoded rainfall data into databases 
b. Incorporation of ISD and GHCN data into databases 
c. Incorporation of pre-1950 data into databases 
d. Use of these data in climate service products 
e. Completion of archive room organization 
f. Completion of paper archive electronic inventory 
g. Completion of scanned data inventory 
h. Completion of scanning 
i. Completion of keyed data inventory 
j. Completion of keying 
k. Addition of JMS Climate Data Rescue Program on I-DARE portal 
l. Completion of GPS and Site Maps for each site for use in quality 

assurance of rainfall data. 
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Appendix I 
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